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Giant Spin Relaxation of an Ultracold Cesium Gas
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We have measured the rate of inelastic collisions in a cloud of doubly polarized ground-state cesiu
atoms (F  mF  4) confined in a magnetic trap for temperaturesT between 8 and70 mK. We find
a two-body rate coefficient varying asT20.63. At 8 mK it reaches4 3 10212 cm3 s21 which is 3 orders
of magnitude larger than predicted, ruling out a Bose-Einstein condensation of Cs in this internal sta
[S0031-9007(98)05435-0]
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The recent success of Bose-Einstein condensation
periments with atomic vapors of rubidium [1], lithium
[2], and sodium [3] has attracted a lot of attention. Th
atomic sample is spin polarized and confined in a ma
netic trap. The condensation is reached using the ela
tic collisions between the trapped atoms to evaporative
cool the gas to a temperature below1 mK. Although these
gaseous assemblies are not truly stable at such a low te
perature, the time involved with the relaxation processe
such as two-body spin dipolar relaxation or three-body r
combination, is quite long. For typical atomic densities o
1013 1014 cm23, the lifetime for the condensate is severa
seconds, leaving enough time for a study of the condens
properties.

We show in this Letter that this metastability is no
“universal”: For a gas of doubly polarized cesium atoms
inelastic collisions limit the atomic density to a value
much below the condensation threshold. The case
cesium is of particular interest because the hyperfin
splitting DE . h 3 9.2 GHz of its ground state into two
sublevels with angular momentaF  3 andF  4 is the
basis of primary time and frequency standards.

A cesium atomic gas in its doubly polarized (electron1

nucleus) ground statesF  mF  4d, trapped in a mag-
netic field minimum, was initially considered to be a very
good candidate for Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) [4
In zero magnetic field and for densities below1013 cm23,
the dominant loss process is predicted to be a spin dipo
relaxation, occurring through the magnetic dipole-dipol
interaction. After a collision of two polarized cesium
atoms, one or both atoms may emerge in the levelF  3.
The internal energy (DE or 2DE) is converted into ki-
netic energy shared between the two atoms. AsDE 
kB 3 0.44 K is much larger than the typical trap depth
(,kB 3 1 mK), the two atoms escape from the trap afte
the inelastic collision. The rate coefficient for this proces
was estimated to be in the range of10215 cm3 s21 [4],
which should not be a limitation for the achievement o
BEC with densities similar to other alkali experiments.

We report here measurements performed on polariz
Cs atoms trapped in a static magnetic trap [5]. The clou
is prepared with adjustable temperature using evaporat
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cooling. We monitor the decay of atoms out of the trap a
a function of time. At8 mK we find a two-body loss rate
of 4 3 10212 cm3 s21. This spectacular deviation from
the theoretical expectation by 3 orders of magnitude ma
be a consequence of the zero-energy resonance for ela
collisions that has recently been observed in cesium [6].

The experiment is performed in a double cell system
which has been described in detail elsewhere [7]. Th
experimental sequence is the following: During the firs
5 s, we collect,2 3 108 atoms in a magneto-optical trap
(MOT) in the upper cell from the residual133Cs vapor
(pressure,1028 mbar). The trap light and the magnetic
field are then switched off, and the atoms fall into th
lower cell located 70 cm below (pressure,10210 mbar).
They are recaptured in a second MOT, cooled by a 20 m
molasses phase, and transferred into the magnetic trap.

This magnetic trap is of the Ioffe-Pritchard type, i.e.
it is purely static and it consists of a nonzero loca
minimum of the modulus of the magnetic field. The field
is generated by three identical circular coils whose axe
point towards1x, 2x, and 1y, respectively (z denotes
the vertical axis), and whose centers are at equal distan
l  40 mm from the centerO of the trap (Fig. 1). Each
coil has 80 turns with an average diameter of34 mm.
The quadrupole MOT field is generated with the1x 2 x
pair and leads to trapping aroundO. At the end of
the molasses phase, the atoms are optically pumped in
the stateF  mF  4 (quantization axis alongy) by a
100 ms laser pulse.

FIG. 1. (a) Three-coil configuration for the magnetic trap
(analogous to a “baseball trap”). The two opposite coils ar
also used for the MOT. (b) Two extra Helmholtz coils serve fo
the compression of the atomic cloud in thexz plane.
© 1998 The American Physical Society 1869
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With the same current running through the three coil
the resulting field has a local minimum inO which ensures
that the atomic cloud from the MOT is centered in the ma
netic trap. The leading terms in the magnetic field vari
tion aroundO aresb0x, B0 1 b00y2y2, 2b0zd. For a 51-A
current we getB0  11 mT, b0  1.1 Tym, and b00 
60 Tym2. Near its center the trap is nearly harmonic an
has oscillation frequenciesvx  vz  smb02ymB0d1y2 
2p 3 11 Hz andvy  smb00ymd1y2  2p 3 8 Hz, where
m is the Bohr magneton andm the atomic mass. The
ratio between velocity and position widths in the MOT
DyyDx ø 2p 3 10 Hz, is close tovx,z and vy , which
ensures a minimum loss in phase space density during
transfer to the magnetic trap.

Once magnetically trapped, the atomic cloud is furth
compressed by reducingB0 to 0.15 mT using a pair of
Helmholtz coils aligned with they axis (Fig. 1). The
transverse (x –z) oscillation frequencies increase to 90 H
while the longitudinal (y) frequency remains unchanged
At this stage the cigar-shaped atomic cloud contai
N ø 5 3 107 atoms at100 mK and has a peak density
6 3 1010 cm23.

We then perform a forced evaporation [8] using
sweeped radio-frequency fieldnrf which allows us to
adjust the temperature of the atomic sample. The fie
induces an adiabatic transition frommF  4 to mF  24
at a position depending onnrf. This allows one to eject
selectively the high energy tail of the atomic distribution
The frequencynrf is ramped down linearly in 10 s
from 4 MHz to an adjustable final value. The smalles
temperature for the present data is7 mK, obtained for
nrf  700 kHz and N  0.76 3 106. Once the cloud
is prepared at the desired temperature, the rf field
turned off and the atoms remain in the dark for a variab
relaxation time, ranging between 0 and 300 s, after whi
we measure the number of remaining atoms and th
temperature.

The detection is made by an absorption imaging tec
nique. The magnetic trap is switched off in300 ms,
while a 0.1 mT magnetic field directed alongx is ap-
plied. During this switching-off, the atomic magnetic mo
ments follow adiabatically the local direction of the field
at the center of the trap and end up aligned with thex
axis. A 100 ms pulse from a weak (30 mW cm22) circu-
larly polarized probe beam resonant with the closed tra
sition j6S1y2, F  mF  4l ! j6P3y2, F  mF  5l and
propagating alongx illuminates the atomic cloud. A 1:1
optical system images the probe beam with the atom
cloud onto a CCD array. A second image with no atom
is taken 200 ms later to determine the laser intensity pr
file. The logarithm of the ratio of the two images the
yields the cloud’s optical density.

In this way we have access to the column densiR
nsrd dx, wherensrd is the spatial density. Assuming a

Gaussian spatial distribution with a cylindrical symmetr
around y, we determine the numberN of atoms in
1870
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the cloud and its temperatureT . This measurement is
destructive, so we repeat the procedure for the sam
initial conditions and for various relaxation times. The
rms fluctuations are,5% for the initial atom number and
,2% for the initial temperature.

Typical time evolutions forN and T are shown in
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). The evolution forNstd, shown
in logarithmic scale, clearly exhibits a nonexponentia
behavior which is a signature of a multibody decay
process. The decrease ofN is accompanied by an increase
of T that can be simply understood. Any inelastic
loss process occurs preferentially at the center of th
trap where the atomic density is maximum. The atom
undergoing an inelastic collision therefore have a below
average potential energy and the elimination of thes
atoms leads to a relaxation heating of the cloud [8].

For a more quantitative analysis, we now assum
that the nonexponential decay is caused by a two-bod
inelastic process with a cross sectionsin  bsydyy,
where y is the relative velocity of the two colliding

FIG. 2. (a) Total number of atoms remaining in the trap
after a relaxation timet, exhibiting a nonexponential decay.
(b) Temperature and (c) density evolution of the atomic sample
In each of the three intervals indicated in (c), the data are fitte
with Eq. (2) (dashed and dotted lines). The solid curves in (a
and (b) are solutions of Eqs. (1) withGsT d ~ T20.63.
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particles [9]. Wheny tends to zero, the rate coefficient
bsyd is known to have a finite nonzero limit [10].

We put q 3 s3 1 3dkBT for the average energy re-
moved from the harmonic trap when two atoms escape
ter an inelastic collision. The constantq accounts for the
below-average potential energy mentioned above. Wh
bsyd varies over the thermal distribution,q also accounts
for the difference between the average kinetic energ
of each colliding particle ands3y2dkBT . For instance,
bsyd ~ y22n leads toq  s9 2 2ndy12. We obtain

ÙN
N

 2a 2 G n ,
ÙT
T

 s1 2 qd G n , (1)

where n 
R

n2srd d3ry
R

nsrd d3r  ns0dy2
p

2 is the
average density in the trap andGsTd is the two-body
rate coefficient which can be calculated frombsyd.
The coefficienta describes losses from the trap du
to collisions with the residual background gas. Usin
n ~ N T23y2 we getÙn  2an 2 G̃n2, whereG̃  f1 1
3
2 s1 2 qdgG.

In the simple casebsyd  b0 one finds q  3y4,
b0  G  s8y11d G̃, and

nstd  n0 e2at f1 1 s1 2 e2atd G̃n0yag21. (2)

Initially, we tried to fit with this function each data set
giving the time evolution ofn. We found aG̃ depending
on the initial temperature of the data set. This is no
consistent with the hypothesisbsyd  b0. Consequently,
we have used the following procedure to extractG̃sT d
from the experimental data.

We first divide each data set into three time interva
during which the temperature is constant to within610%
with a mean valueTi (i  1, 2, 3) [Fig. 2(c)]. This
ensures that alsoG̃ changes little within each time
interval. We then perform a least-squares fit of th
evolution of nstd over each interval with Eq. (2), using
n0 and G̃sTid as fit parameters [11]. The dashed an
dotted curves in Fig. 2(c) are examples of the best fi
in the three time intervals. The parametera is adjusted
to a21  200 s by comparing the decay rate of sample
with equal temperatures and different densities.

Figure 3 shows the results of this analysis. The vertic
error bars give the statistical error of̃G determined
from the least-squares fits. The horizontal error ba
give the standard deviation of the temperature in th
considered time interval. In double log scale the poin
are distributed along a straight line, and a linear fit give
G̃sT d  2.4 3 10211 T 20.63 cm3 s21, whereT is in mK.

The power-law dependenceG̃sT d ~ T 2n implies
bsyd ~ y22n on the microscopic level. Withn  0.63
one getsq  0.65 and the final result is [12]

GsT d  s1.5 6 0.3 6 0.3d 3 10211 T20.63 cm3 s21.
(3)

The first error is statistical and estimated from the fi
in Fig. 3, whereas the second error represents system
uncertainties in the measurement of the atomic densi
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FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the rate coefficientG̃.
Each point is derived from a fit tonstd [see Fig. 2(c)]. The
straight line is a fit with a power law, giving̃G ~ T20,63.

The statistical error on the exponentn  0.63 is 10%.
Typical values for the elastic collision rate arege ø
10 s21, much larger than the inelastic collision rate
(Gn , 0.1 s21), which justifies our assumption of ther
mal equilibrium.

The measured value of the two-body rate coefficientG
is as high as4 3 10212 cm3 s21 for 8 mK. This rate is
of the same order as the one measured for unpolari
atomic samples prepared in theF  4 ground state [13].
However, in the latter case such a large rate is eas
accounted for by exchange collisions. We have therefo
performed a similar set of experiments at a current
only 13.8 A in the trap coils. In this case, the atom
sample is always fully polarized because only atoms
the substateF  mF  4 can be held against gravity. In
the temperature range 5–20 mK, the measurements in this
“weak” trap lead to values for̃G either in agreement or
evenhigher than the ones plotted in Fig. 3. We attribut
the deviation to residual evaporation out of the shallo
trap (calculated depth,30 mK) that leads to an extra
density-dependent loss term.

In addition, we tried to detect atoms in the substat
F  4, mF fi 4 after various relaxation times, by taking
an image directly after having lowered the trap curre
from 51 to 13.8 A in 25 ms. Because of their differen
magnetic moments, atoms in the various substates fall
of the trap in successive bunches. We did not find a
atoms in themF fi 4 substates, whereas in a deliberate
depolarized sample we were able to detect a 5% fract
of the atoms inmF  3. This confirms that nearly all of
the atoms are lost via hyperfine-changing collisions.

We now return to the variations ofNstd andT std given
in Fig. 2, which we model usingGsTd  g0 T20.63 and
the analytical solutions of (1). For this data set, the be
fit is obtained for g0  1.2 3 10211 cm3 s21, in good
agreement with Eq. (3). The results are indicated w
solid lines in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). Our model clearly give
a quantitative account for both the decrease ofN and
1871
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the increase ofT . This is the case for the six data set
considered here, except for the one with the lowest initi
temperature. For this data set the temperature increas
larger than predicted by,50%. The reason may be small-
angle collisions between the trapped atoms and the f
atoms created during inelastic cold collisions, the colde
cloud being the most sensitive to this extra-heating term

The present results for the two-body decay rateG
are much higher than the values measured or predic
for other cold alkali metals such as lithium, sodium o
rubidium in their doubly polarized state. Those value
are all in the ranges6 20d 3 10215 cm3 s21 [14–16].
The values predicted a few years ago for a cold gas
doubly polarized Cs atoms were also in that same ran
[4]. The discrepancy of 3 orders of magnitude betwee
those predictions and the present results can be explai
in two complementary fashions.

First, the zero-energy resonance recently observed
cold Cs elastic collisions [6] is a signature for a boun
or virtual state very close to the dissociation limit of th
Cs–Cs triplet potential. This leads to a larges-wave scat-
tering lengtha (jaj . 140 Å [6,17]). It also enhances
strongly the occupation probability at short relative dis
tances for the low energy collisional states of two C
atoms. Hence, the rate for any two-body inelastic proce
will be large. Furthermore,bsyd is expected to increase
for decreasingy until it saturates forh̄ymy . jaj, i.e.,
T , 5 mK. This qualitative argument is in accordanc
with the measured variation ofGsT d over the studied tem-
perature range.

Second, there exists, in addition to the standard dipo
dipole interaction, an extra spin-spin coupling, arising a
a second-order effect in the electronic spin-orbit couplin
[18] that was not included in [4]. Recent calculation
including this extra term lead to predictions of the sam
order as the observed decay rates [19].

Finally, we note that in our experiments the rati
between the thermalization rate due to elastic collisio
gey10 [6] and the loss rate due to collisions with the
background gas is very favorable (,200). Indeed, for
an evaporation leading to quantum degeneracy, a fac
larger than 50 is sufficient [20]. Nevertheless, the highe
phase space density we could attain was only,1025 for a
cloud at4 mK. This limitation originates from the large
spin relaxation rate which at10 mK is only a factor of 10
below the thermalization rate. The achievement of BE
with cesium atoms in this doubly polarized state seem
therefore very unrealistic [21].
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